PRESS RELEASE
Palma Beach season opening 2021
•

A total of 12 Beach Restaurants and 15 hotels, as well as of the full capacity of
Marinas and Golf courses and its various restaurants and hotels will be
opening the season, and once again greeting tourists on their long-awaited
holidays

•

Palma Beach opens its season in April, with the launch of its most abundant
campaign in terms of content and number of spots since its creation as a
brand 6 years ago

•

All the spots were recorded in 2020, taking advantage of the scarce month and
the short season, with the aim of showing real live experiences and projecting
an aspirational image of the future change of the tourist model in the area

Friday, March 12, 2021, Playa de Palma.- Palma Beach, the brand encompassing
quality hotels, restaurants, services, and leisure establishments of the Playa de Palma,
officially announces the opening of its season in April!, a total of 12 Beach Restaurants
and 15 hotels, as well as of the full capacity of Marinas and Golf courses and its various
restaurants and hotels will be opening the season, and once again greeting tourists on
their long-awaited holidays. Palma Beach is confident that border controls and sanitary
measures being taken in their establishments, together with the mild temperatures
expected in April, will ensure a safe and warm opening for tourists staying in the Playa
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de Palma.
Palma Beach opens its season in April, with the launch of its most abundant campaign
in terms of content and number of spots since its creation as a brand 6 years ago. The
campaign will be launched in social networks with a total of 8 audio-visual spots related
to different holiday themes, capsules for Facebook, Instagram and You Tube, as well as
a 4-minute corporate short film spot. The active followers of Palma Beach social
network channels currently reach and exceed 120,000 active or organic clients.
Additionally, a newsletter will be launched to 8,500 travel agencies as well as open
meetings with the most relevant tour operators in the markets.
All the spots were recorded in 2020, taking advantage of the scarce month and the
short season, with the aim of showing real live experiences and projecting an
aspirational image of the future change of the tourist model in the area.
Under the slogan or claim of the campaign - LIFE is better @ Palma Beach – it aims to
send an emotional and real message of the benefits of living an experience in Playa de
Palma, encompassed in categories such as Life Style, Relax, Sunsets, Food, Cocktail &
Drinks, Friends, and Fun Food. The campaign denotes reality, purity, genuineness and
a fresh and paradise-like appearance in open air that will delight the millions of tourists
who hope to be able to choose Mallorca or the Mediterranean as a short haul and
nearby destination for this year 2021.
The launch of the Palma Beach campaign, has been aligned with tourism agents of the
source markets in order to coordinate the best dates for its launch, as well as with the
health statistics and dates of the de-escalation regarding the sanitary reality of the
island. It has been decided by all parties to officially start the new season in April 2021,
which is the final cover of all the spots or videos of Palma Beach, with April being a soft
opening of the area to gain momentum for May 2021 and sucesively. Palma Beach is
always the first destination to open and close the Mallorca Season, historically.
The music of the spots has been produced by the famous Austrian saxophonist artistPeter SaX- thanks to his desire to collaborate with his art, in an altruistic way, to
relaunch tourism in Mallorca and especially in his favorite area - Palma Beach. The
editing and production of the videos has been prepared by Looping Productions,
through the involvement of its founder Oliver Hernández, as well as the rest of his team.
The recording, camera and effects were executed last year by the company O2 and its
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director Ramón Garces, a classic to whom Palma Beach has trusted its productions for
years.
According to the CEO of Palma Beach, Palma Beach as a destination was very much
aware last year that 2021 was going to be a challenging year. Aware that it was crucial
to uphold sanitary measures in 2020 to be able to manage a tourist destination that
would be successful in 2021, and that they should at the same time already prepare
campaigns and productions of fresh, honest and genuine marketing campaigns for the
2021 season. He adds, only destinations that face reality, do not hide from customers
and act ahead of trends will be successful and will be the destinations that really earn
the trust and loyalty of their customers.

We attach a media kit that includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 videos en 4K 16:9 panoramics
8 videos en 4K 1:1 - Instagram version
Graphic Pieces Campaign AAFF
Merchandising Pieces
Music: cover CD, music lyrics and theme in high quality
Logo&Brand 2021 “LIFE is better @ Palma Beach”

MEDIA KIT @@ PASSWORD : PalmabeachLIFE
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Four images from the press conference. In them, Juan Miguel Ferrer, CEO of Palma
Beach and Pedro Marín, CCO of Palma Beach
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